
Class 2
Remote learning maths grid 2
Fractions  

Each Maths lesson has a bronze, silver and gold challenge attached to it.
Within each challenge there is a choice of A, B or C. It is completely up to you to 
choose either A, B or C and how much you would like to complete. Perhaps you may do 5 
questions from A, B and C?  At the top of each challenge is the learning objective. You can write 
your answers on a printed out sheet or use your red maths book.  A fraction knowledge organiser 
is also included to help.

Session 1 Recognising Fractions Can you recognise these fraction from shape and number lines and write them down 
with the numerator on top and the denominator below.

Session 2 Fractions of shape/ equivalent fractions Today we will be finding equal parts in different shapes and comparing them to fractions 
that look different but are the same. Equivalent fractions.

Session 3 Fractions of amounts It may be useful to have lots of counters or small items (eg. lego pieces of the same 
size / or pasta so that they can be divided into groups to find the fraction of amounts.
Children may see the connection to their times tables!

Session 4 Fractions that total 1 or the whole We will be looking at adding fractions to make a whole number.

Session 5 Year 3 Maths securing skill sheets
Year 4 Maths securing skill sheets

These are practise sheets set out in a daily  timetable that include different types of 
maths skills such as using money, timetables, shape and recognising the number 
represented.  Its a fun way to maintain and consolidate numeracy skills. 
 Go on have a go!   

 Can you show real Dhoon determination!!  Mrs Jaques says “read the question, read the 
question and then read the question again!”  Have fun;)
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